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Communique of t_h_E2..._m~eting 

-The Conference of the Com!nittee on Dis" .rmament today held its 643rd pienary meeting 

in the Palais d:es Nations, Geneva, under the chairmanship of H.~. AmbassadorM. Du.gersuren, 

representative of the Mongolian People r s Republic. 

Statements were made by the representatives of Pru{istan, Japan, the United States, 

Canada and India. 

The delegation of Nigeria submitted a "Letter dated 5 July 1974 from the 

Permanent Representative of Nigeria to the Special Representative of the Secretary-General 

to the CCD11 (CCD/429). 

The delegation of Japan submitted a 11\'lorking Paper containing vie,·TS of Japanese 

experts on the scope of prohibition and on the verification for organophosphorus 

compounds for the informal meetings vJi th participation of experts of the CCD in 

1974" (CCD/430). 

The delegations of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of 
I 

America submitted texts of a 11Treaty between the Uni tee!. States of America a<'1d the 

Union o.f Soviet Socialist Republics on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear 1'/eapon 
I 

Tests"; a ;'Protocol to the Treaty beh1een the United States of America ancl the Unio:r of 

Soviet Socialist Republics on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear ~·Jeapon r.rests"; a 

"Protocol to the Treaty Between the United States of Arnerica and the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics on the Limitation of .Anti-B-3.llistic Missile Systems"; and a 

"Joint Statement on E-nvirorui1ental lrlarfare" (CCD/431). 

:J A:letter dated 12 July 1974 from the Permanent Representc..-~ive of Fi:hland -to the 

Special Representative of the Secretary-Gei1eral to the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament transmitted a v10rking paper by the Governm<mt of Finland on metho·dology for 

chemical analysis and identification of C\r! ager~ts -- Fc·::El1 es:::; of ·a. Finnish research 

project. (CCD/432). 

Th~ delegation of Canada submitted a Working Paper on "The problem of defining· 

compounds having military significance as irritating and ince.J:Jacitating agents" 

(COD/ 433) i and a ltlorking Paper on the 11Destnwtion and disposal of Canadian stocks of 

World War II Mu.stard Agent'' (CCD/434) .. 

The delegation of the United States of America submitted a rrvlorking Paper on 

toxicity of chemical vJarfare agents" (CCD/435); a rrvlorkin&; Paper on chemical agent 

d.estructionrr (CCD/436); and a "1Jorking Paper on diversion of commercial chemicals for 

weapons" (CCD/437). 

The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Thursday~ 18 July 1974, at 

10.30 a.m. 
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Mr. NAII{ (Pakistan): At .the 642nd meeting .of this Conference, the 

re·presentative of India posed a g.uestion to me. He asked why Pakistan had not adhered 

to the Moscow Partial Test Ban Treaty. Although I have still to grasp the immediate 

relevance of this g~estion to the subject-matter of my statement, which; as the 

Com;ni ttee wili recall, related to the g.uestion of strengthening the security of the 

non·-nuclear States, still I feel that the question posed to me should not remain 

unanswered. I would therefJre take this opportunity of giving a brief reply. 

Pakistan was and remains committed to the goal of general and complete disarmament. 

vie appreciated that the objective of the Partial Test Ban Treaty 1vas to .promote this 

goal. Pakistan therefore voted in favour cif the Treaty and signed ito"· >.v.re similarly 

voted in favour of the :!:'esolution of the General Assembly which cdmmended for adoption 

the Treaty on non-·proliferation of nuclear weapons~ Howevery we have to point to certain 

ilaws in the Partial Test Ban Treaty. The Treaty prohibited nuclear weapon tests in the 

atmosphere 9 in outer space and under water only. It did not prevent, and indeed has not 

prevented, the nuclear Powel·s parties to the Treaty from further developing and 

sophisticating their nuclear arsenals. Also, by enabling India to explod·e a 

nuclear-weapon device lindergroundy the Treaty has failed to prevent further nuclear 

proliferation. 

Pakistan 1 s willingness tci accede to the Partial TestBab. 'Ereaty and to other 

international agreements on nuclear .disarmament has obviously been affected by the 

knowledge that India had embarked on a course of nuclear armament~ lie have tried to 

inform the international community of this on several occasions. 

Pa.::.d~stan could ~ot be expected legally to foreclose its option. 

'In these cfrcumstances 
' . 

However9 Pakistan, 

unlike· India, had placed its nuclear facilities under the International Atomic Energy 
. . . . . . . . . . 

Agency 1 s safeguards prescribed by the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. 

As I said in my statement during the 642nd meeting, if India was sincere about its 

renunciation ~f nuclear armaments, it should follow Prucistan 1 s example and place all 

its nuclear facilities under international safeguards. 
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(Mr. Naik, Pakistan) 

Even in the serious situation created by the Indian nuclear explosion, Pakistan's 

response is in favour not of the nuclear but of the political alternative, as stated 

. authoritatively by the Prime Minister of Pakistan on 19 May. Ext.racts from the 

statement of 19 V~y by the Prime Minister of Pakistan have already been circulated to 

the members of the CCD in doC?ument CCD/422. Non-nuclear States such as Pakistan could 

be induced to accede to international agreements on disarmament if they were assured 

that their security would be safeguarded for forgoing the nuclear option. The proposals 

made by Pakistan in this regard·therefore merit the serious and urgent attention of the 

CCD and the international cow~unity. 

Now that the subject of the Partial Test Ban. TrE?aty has been brought into reference 

by the g:uestion .put to me by th~ representative of L'l'ldia~ I would like to invite the 

attention of the CCD to Article I of the Treaty which banned nuclear weapon tests in 

the atmosphere~ in outer space and under water, and "in any other enviropment if such 

explosion causes radioactive debris to be present outside the territorial limits of the 

State under whose jurisdiction or control such explosion is conducted." (ENDC/100/Rev.l). 

The nuclear explosion conducted by the Government of India in the State of Rajas~han at 

~ depth of 100 metres, at a distance of about 40 miles from the Pakistan border, spread 

radioactive debris to and over the territory of Prucistan. This conclusion bas been 

reached after a careful investigation by the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission. Three 

parties of the Commission collected samples of vegetation, soil, water etc. from 

Pakistan territory on the borders of the Indian test site. Smears from the underside 

of the wings of domestic flights of the Pakistan International Airlines were also taken 

and analysed. Further, air filters used in the laboratories at the Pakistan Institute 

of Science and Technology were tested for the presence of radioactivity. Even the 

preliminary investigation clearly shows that the Indian nuclear explosion caused 

radioactive fallout LD and over the territory of Prucistan. 
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.. J~he, .Goverpm~ni;. :or P~~~~t<m ha,s GSJnveyecl the c_bove !i11.formdion to the Depository 

GovernmerJ..ts of ._the _Treaty: c:m.d requested thew. to circ,1.}le.te it to all tl~e sie,nato;.ies . 

of the Tre?-tyfor_ such 2.ction c:.s they may 9-eell),. ~:PI;-:t~p~iate irt order to enforce the 
0 . . . . .. 

provis.:i:ons of. the Treaty ancl to rrecu:~,~e comjjlinnce there1-li th by the GOven1ment of 
. . .· .. 

Indi~~ vJb,;i.ch _ _;is ·2. pn.rty to the Tl~er.t~r. i'le have been constrcinecl .to. c1.o so since the 

Governn;tE?n.t. oi', Incli2. h2.s not .macle t'.vailo.ble_ to the Goverrm~erit bi' Pcldstan any 

inform.~;~:i.on .on j,~s future.nuclem· _i;ests prot:ramme in the recion. Hov1e·;er~ press 
. . 

report.s r,e.YE?al . that f1.rture nucle_c-~r tests 1·1i1J, i' o],J,ovJ the p2.ttern of the recent test. 

If ~o? they vlill involve the entry into the terri tory i:ID.d mr space of Pcldstan of 

addit.ional:.ractiGactive matericl of a. cL2l1C(3roul3 or _potenticlly dt::mcerous ch2.racter? 
. • '- . ' . .. . ••... _ _,. . . . ~ ' ..... ,. '~'-• '' . •·. l . ' • '. ' • 

and will ·heic;hten tl).e_ app:_r:eher_:J.siC?~; ~~..JFiety ~d.,cc;mg_ern of. the pe~iJle of Palcistaii. · 
. ,. . . .. ... : - . : . ~ .. : . : ..l :. i ' . ' 

VievJS of 'j;he. J a.p~.nese delegation on the question. of' 'bani1illC chemic'e.l l·ieapons·, : ohe of · , 

t;he main. items pen.~linc in this Corrnili ttee. 

. ...· ·_·6n_. 30''.A:P~il/ niy dele.;-e.tion subi:ni ttecl to this Committee 2.. dr2ft · convent'ion on 
. .·: _. " 

thiE? .9uestion (CC:0/420). Since then meny representatives have 'shm-Jii interest in--

this draft .. ?on~_ention? for 'fllri,ch _I \-10uld express my ~iric.ere apprecie..tion. 'While I 

w;i.ll welc?me ;L~st_ening to further concrete comments· which :u1ay be 'forthcommc~ r· would 

like to .o/fer tode.~Y some c~a.rif_~cations on the dTei't conventi~ri vlith a vie,~· to further 

expedi tins. thE?. :discussions. On ~ Jul~,r S'\'ieclen submi ttecl tci this. Co:inin:i ttee a vlo:dd.ne 

pl;Lp.er (CCD/427) contn.ininc obq.ervation~ ~n our draft convention; and 'an the same day 
. ... . ' . . .. (· ·. . . . . 

M:r •. Eckerberg :stated that the v10rkinc:; pa:p~r vJOulcl be introdu'cecl at the meetingi vii th 
., 

participation. of. ~xperts. Accordingly vJe intend to arlS\~er ;;.t· these meetings the 

analysis e;nd. ciuestions cont2..ined. in the vJorkinc paper. .. . · .. ;:· ,. 
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(Nr~ Nisibori 2 Japan) 

With reference to the scope of the substances i~hich are to be prohibited 

first accorclinc to our droi't convention, l'Ir. Roshchin of the Soviet Union pointed 

out on 7 Nay that our draft convention did not ci ve a definite ansvJer to the 

exception from the ban., snd added 11 ••• the scope of prohibition is e. basic and 

major question of the proposed convention, and ... u.."lless there is q,'Teement on 

it the problem of the prohibition of chemical >~eapons ccmnot lJe solved. 11 

( CCD/PV. 63)..L....P_.l7) Further, on 2 July 9 llir. Rosh chin asked q;ain vJhat >vill be 

exempted from the ban under Article IV of our draft convention (CCD/PV .639,_ p_._ln. 

Likewise Mr. Wyzner of Poland saicl on 14 1-Iay that 11i t is of paramount importance 

to establish beyond cu1.y reasonable cloulJt 1·1hat, accorclinc to the Japanese draft 

convention, is to be the subject of the first stage of prohibition of chemi_cal 

weapons 11 
( CCD{P.Y. 625 9 p .],_!?_) 9 and further show eel concern about h01·1 to deal VJi th 

bine,ry weapons . 

I associate myself vii th these ra112xl~s, VJhich emphasize the extreme importance 

of decidinG the scope of the suiJstMces to be prohibited from the becinninz. At 

the same time I would point out that the sco1Je of those to iJe prohibited from the 

bec;inning is to be decided upon clepencl;i.r:c;- on 1·1hether effective verification 

measures can be fm.md for the substances 11hich are about to be prohibited. On this 

point I iwuld recall the ste.tement made on 16 May by IV.tr. :Di Bernardo of Italy 9 in 

i·lhich he rightly observecl: ';Obviously, the scope of the treaty vJ,ill not depend 

solely on cu1 abstract political 11ill of States. It VJill depend in fact on the 

treaty ·provisions for effective controls 11 ( CC]2/.PV. 636~_1_5_). 

Thus discoverinG for vJhich substmces effective verification measures ce:n be f01.md 

for prohibition under the present circumstances is the key to decidinc; the scope of 

substances 1-1hich axe to be prohibited first; and this is the point on \·Jhich I 

hope the meetings VJi th the participation of experts to be held from tomorrovJ ivill 



produce useful results. Eased. on the OlJinion of our experts, I succestecl on 30 April 
' '. · .. ': . _,: 

that super-to:x;ic or~;anophoo}!ho::us com}_)ounclL m1cl aiso, depencli:.ic: on .:tereement roilonc . . .. : ·~ 

us 7 mustard-type _p-3'ents should _lJe included Dmont those to be 1)rohibi ted from the 

outset. Ho\Jever, vie clid not Sl;ecify these agents in our ~rdt conve~tion, as "\-Je 
. . . 

thought that \·Je miuht include in the oc:u1. further agents on 1-1hich experts from 

various countries may find effective verification measurer:;. 

JIText~ :i'vfrs. 'l'horsson of Sweden pointed out on i4 MD-y that the 11chemical agents" 

mentionecl_in AJ;ticle I of our drd't "coulcl perhaps be interpreted as coverinc- also 

other chemical a.c:;ents them po-~entinl chemicc-,1 \·larfare ac;ents, like pomler, 

propellants, f?moke, ne.palm, etc." (cc_:p/..J,Y.6)..5~~.zJ •. Our intention on this· point . . ' . . ~ 

was that the 11chemical a.~;:ents n mentioned in Article I should be interpreted· to 

mean 11 asphyxia tine, poisonous o~ other c:e.s es, and • • • all m1.ol.ocous li9uids, 

materials or devices r; as specified in the Ger.J.eva Protocol of 1925, c:u1.d il.ccordmgly 

pm,Jrler, propellants, smoke, nape..lm 1 etc. 1-1ere not intenclecl to become the object of 

prohib.ition. 

NovJ, }fr; Wyzne1.• of Polend pointed out on 11]. Hay that, D.ccol·diri£: to the· 

Jap8nese dr8i't, the destruction of the existine stocks is to talce pla.ce at the 

first stac:e "cle_sjll_~_cmcl irr__§§J?5J~j;_i:~e ___ o_f__jJ~.e _ _l_§._ck of __ c:E-_.§ff_e__9j;j..ve_v_ejl-fig_~_:tj.on_ 

sys-j;em 11 11hereas nother partial steps depencl on the ~y_CJ4_],_aJJ~].._i_ty __ of_ .S;t:l.Cill_..§!i_.§f!_~.£.tj.y-5?_ 

~erif ice.ti..91l_§..3!::§l_t_~11 , c:mcl c..olced nvJhat is to 1Je the subject of £1.C1.~eememt or 

2.c,'Teements to be concluded_ <:'.t the later stPc<.'e or stages?". ( CC_Dj;py_.§.25..i~..P-·J2.). 
This question is. closely related to the sb.tement made on 23 IIo,Y- _oy Hr. Hartin of 

the United. Ste.tes in v1hich he sei.d. 9 "\ve 1·ii11·· he interested in le2J:'Uinc- 9 1·1hen the 

representative of JE>.pon returns to \;his su1Jject in the future, vlhether· the draft 

treaty envisages necotiation of fu:rthe:r o.creements, incl~dinc those on effective 

verificat-ion measures, for the destruction of stockpiles .. as vlell as for the 

reduction of the list of exempt~9- agents;,· (CCDL]?V.638~ p_.27)~ The· e>ri's,~er to 

}'Ir. Ma:ctin 1 s question is Yes; and l·lhile Ifeel that -vdth this 211.sv1er I have also 

replied to l1r. vfyzner 1 s (]Uestion,. I vJOuld like to offer some supplementary 

expla..11.ations. 
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(I~. Nisibori, Japan) 

Confirmation of the d.estruction of stockpiles logically requires effective 

verification measures, and. there has been no change in our position of placing 

importance on this subject. Nevertheless, we have taken into consid.eration the 

strong assertion, as shown in the -vmrking paper submitted: by the non-aligned. 

countries (CCD/400), that stockpiling should. be prohibited. from the outset, and. vie. 

have subsequently includ.ed. the provisions on/ the d.estruction of stockpiles. 

Furthermore, the possible d.anger of violation uould. be red.uced. consiCl.erab~y if an 

.agreement could. be reached. requiring the States Parti.es to submit a report concerning 

information' on the prohibited. chemical agents vJhich they possess and. concerning 

programmes on the d.estruction or diversion to peaceful purposes of such agents, and. 

also if, on the basis of this report, the d.estruction ·or diversion to peaceful 

purposes is to take place und.er international observation as provided. for in 

Article II. 

· HovJever, I recognize that, in taking fiJ.rther steps for a comprehensive ban, it 

will become increasingly important to ensure effective verification measures for 

confirming the d.estruction of stockpiles while endeavouring at the. same time to 

reduce the scope of chemical agents exempted. from the ban, and. that the solution of 

this question would. assume ever greater importance as the scope of prohibition is 

expand.ed .• 

I ~orish now to touch upon the items to be discussed. at the experts 1 meetings to 

be held. from 17 July, and. also upon-their significance. In o~IT efforts to ban 

chemical vreapons, it is essential to 'obtain agreement· 011 an effective verification 

system vlhich vrould. prevent violation of the obligation. In his statement 011 9 July 

the Right Honourable David. Ennals, Ni11ister of State of the United. Ki11gd.om, referred. 
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(Hr. Nisibori, Japan) 

to ou_:c d.raft in a sympathetic manner out pointed out that, ·Hhereas the d.raft 

convention "tackles constrt.wtively ·the problem. of what the international community 

shoulo. d.o once a breach of the convention has been d.eteyt~d., it c,1.oes not, as it 

stancls, shovl hm·r the early' d.etection of any suspeded. l)reach vfoulcl take place". 

(Q@.ll·"V.64l..l. E.·l~). Certai-nly~ if·a mechanism can be cl.evised. so that it may d.etect 

at an early sta.ge violations of the obligations of the convention Hith consid.erable 

certainty9 then it v1ould. logically d.eter violations of obligations. 

The question~ then, lies in sucha mechanism, or the content ~f the 
I 

verification system. Accordingly I vrould. suggest that vle discuss at the meetings 

the d.egre'e of the effectiveness of va.rious verification measures and., based. on the 

l"esul ts obtained., exami:ile the scope of agents 1·1hich can be prohibited.. I am 

convinced. that, if agreement is reached. among experts on these points, vle shall have 

passeCl .. an important milestone tovrard. a comprehensive ban on chemical vJeapons. 

In concluding my statement, I v1ish to note with special attention the part of 

the joint communique annoUJ.J.ced. in Iioscm·l on 3 July in 1-rhich th~ United. States and. 

the Soviet Union agreed. to consider a joint initiative in tl'lis Committee with respect 

to the conclusion of an international convention d.ealing 11ith the most dangerous, 

let pal means of chemical \-rarfare. There is no d.oubt that. the d.elibe:ra tions of this 

question in this Committee v10uld. be greatly exped.i ted. if joint acti.on \·l~re taken by 

the United. S·cates :~~nd. the Soviet Union, vrb::_ch assume pal'ticular res:ponsibili ty in 

matters of \•IOrld. disarmament. 

·Lc1.stly, I I'Jish to express the .hope that the summel" session of this _Connni ttee, 

incJ.udirig the meetings with participation of experts, Hill bea.r fruit on tl'lis 

question. 
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·r.tr. MARTIN (United States of .America): In my statement at the opening 

meeting of this session I referred to the negotiations then in progress between 

leaders of the United States and of the Soviet Union. I said that I hoped to be 

able to report to the Committee on developments in those negotiations. I would 

like to return to that subject today and review briefly the three principal 

documents in the arm.s-control area signed at the Moscow summit: the Protocol to 

the 1972 U.S.-Soviet Treaty on .Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems placing further 

limitations on ABM deployment; the Joint Statement on Environmental Warfare; 

and The Treaty and Protocol on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear Weapons 

Tests. These documents have been tabled today as joint u.s.-Soviet conference 

documents-. 

Secretary of State Kissinger has noted that one of the main objectives of the 

summit was to deal with what he .called "the most complex and in many respects the 

most serious problem of the modern period, which is the control of the nuclear arms 

race".·. The. Secretary pointed out the critical role played by technological 

developments in driving the nuclear arms race, and emphasized the importance of 

maintaining firm control over these developments. He deplored arms competition 

not only because of'its military.consequences but "also because the justifications 

that would have to be made on either side to sustain such an effort might, in time, 

become incompatible vri th a policy of relaxation of tensions and might, in 

thems.el ves, be a factor introducing collfronhition". Accordiiltc:ly one task at the 
" Mosco~ summit was to search for effective means of controlling the direction of 

rapid tecl~ological change in the strategic area and to ensure that these tecl~ological 

developments would not adversely affect international secuxity. While the arms

control agreements signed in Moscow are the prod ct of discussions between tvro 

States, they are also a contribution to the international effort in which we 

are all engaged, and they are directed at widely shared goals: the strengthening of 

peace, the further relaxation of international t nsions, and the cessation of the 

nuclear arms race. 
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(Mr. 1-:Iartin, United States) 

Th~ :~irst of these agreements, the Protocol to ~he Treaty on tJle ... J.;imi.~~tion 

of llnti-B.allistic l-Hssile Systems, restricts the deployment_ of .A:S~YI systems to a 

_single site. This does a-vray iii th the _possibility of two separate deployment . 

areas -- one defending. an ICBM fie.ld ~d t~e ot~er deferrding the capital oi ty 

as was pezwitted in the 1972 Treaty. In order ~o provide fo~ some flexibility_ 

vli th respect to the single area 1o1hioh can n.o·w be defended, the Protocol gives 
;. 

each side an opportunity once, unde~ cond~tions specified in the.Protoco;L,. to 
change its original decision regcu~ding its deplo;yment area.· 

With respect to environmental warfare, the two sides have jointly declared 

their support for the most effective measures possible to overcome-~he dangers 0~, 

the use of environment modification technigu~s for military nurposes·. Accord:i.ngly, 

Soviet. and United S·!;ates representatives will meet this year f(Jr the purpose of 

exploring the problem and discussing what steps might be taken to remove the 
. . . 

th~eat of the hostile use of these teclLnigues. 

The third ~s-control agTe~ment, the Treaty on the Limi tatiori of Undergrotmd 

Nuclear Weapons Test~·above a threshold of 150 kilotons, is, I am sure, the 9ne in 

whJch members of this Committee have the greatest interest •. In the absence of any 

prospect of early resolution of the problems of verifying a·comprehensive test ban, 

the leaders of :the United States and of the Soviet Union decided to take this 

significant step toward the objective of a CTB. 

Several members of this Committee have recommended such a·partial and 

intermediate approach to the question of f11rt.her restraints on nuclear testing, 

and a United Nations resolution in 1971 called on underB?='ound nuclear testing 

cou:ritries "to undertake u.."'lilatera~ or negotiated mea,sures of restraint that would 

suspend nuclear weapon testing or limit or _reduce the size and number of nuclear 

weapon tests, pending the early entry into force of a co~r.prehensive l~an on all 

nuclear 1vea1Jon t~sts in all envh·onments ~;.all States 11 CA/2828 C, XXVI; CCD/357). 
\ . • . . . . . . - . • ..J. .. . • 

Most recently, in .1972, the delegation of Jap;m.proposed a threshold test ban 

which ini tiall;y~ -viould have had the effect of prohibiting testing in hard rock 

above approximately 150 kilotons-
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The Treaty signed· 'at Moscovl prohibits 

of 150 kilotons, effective 31 :Vlarch 1976. · 

(Mr. Martin 9 United State§) 

testing.above a threshold yield 

that this limitation \vill have a 

significant moderating effect en the United State -Soviet nuclear arms competition.·. It 

v1ill help- to p~eclude the development by both si es ·of ne_v1 generations of high..,.yield 

warhead c_esigns cmnpatible vii th modern delivery s . Because of the co.mplex -., .. ·: 

technology: inVolved, SUCh w·arheads cannot With CO nidence be put into· WE)-apons stqckpiles . 

without t~sting. The effective date of the ·limi .permit further detailed. 

discussions with respect to· the. requirements for erifying compliance '11-li th the Treaty~ and 

it will also permit negotiation of an agreement t regulate nuclear explosions for 

peaceful purposes, subjects I -v1ill detail in a moment. 

The Tre,aty also declares the intention of bo to negotiate Hith a vie\·1 

toward achie_ving· a solution to the problem of the cessation of all underground nuclear 

weapons tests. : ·.This provision, together ·Hi th th preambular paragraph recalling the 

commitment undertaken by Parties to the limited t st-ban Treaty of 1963, ,reaffirms· 

our commitment to an adequately-verified 

The Treaty-and its Protocol provide 

supplemented·by the reciprocal exchange of 

geological· characteristics of v1eapons test areas. 

exchange of data on the yields of t;-ro tests 

test area is provided for. This will give 

ability to verify COmPliance by the other, and~ b 

confidence and trust. 

sive test ban. 

ication by national technical means, 

ga~~ing the location a11d detailed 

For calibration purposes, the 

ted in each geophysically distinct 

arty sufficient confidence in its 

so doing, will furtherbuild mutual 

The Treaty provides that nuclear explosions or.peaceful--purposes will be covered 

by a separate agi'eement, to be negotiated and con luded by the Parties as soon as 

possible. Conclusion of this Agreement is inte ally related to the purpose of the 

Treaty, namely to prevent military testing at yields greater than 150 kilotons. 
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The treatment of\peaceful nuclear explosions in th.e Treaty and its. Protoco1 is, 

of course, fully -condstent with the·provisir·ns of the Non-l?roliferation 

Treat,y •.. 

Both.Parties recognize the_importance of verifying that any nuclear explosions. 

for peac_~ful purposes do. not serve w·eapons development. They .have already reached. 

an understall;ding in -principle on. some of the requirement.s for adequately verifying 

that any.PNEs a~e not weapon tests~ including prior notification, precise. definition 

of time -and place, and th,e presence of observers .• · It 'lvill·, of course~ be -necessary 

to vrork out· additional verification measures. ·. :.It. should 'be emphasized· that the 

PNE .Agreement referred to in the present. ~-Tr~·aty. and Protocol between t;VJo nuclear

weapon States would.. not be applicable to the problem posed by the develop~ent of . 

nuclear explosiv.e -cap~bility by a non-nuclear v1eapon State •. · It is clearly impossible 

for a non~nuclear weapon-State to develop a capability to conduct nuclea~ .explosions 

for pe1;1.ceful purposes without, in the process, acquiring a device vrhich could be used 

as a nuclear weapon. 

The duration of the Treaty is set at five years? subject to automatic reneual 

unless an agreement further implementing the objective of complete cessation o~

underground nuclear weapon tests has been ·achieved, or unless either Party notifies 

the other of its decision to terminate the Treaty. The Treaty also provides for

consul tat ion, possible amendment, vii thdrawal, and re-gistration of the Treaty pursuant 

to Article 102 of tQ.e United Nations Charter. 

Finally, I wish to direct the attention of the Committee to t~o additional aspects 

of the Joint United States-Soviet Commpniqu~. The United States and the ~SSR emphasized 

the fundamental importance of the Non-Prolife:ration,~reaty~ reaffirmed their intention 

to observe their obligations under tl:mt Treaty, incl-qding Article VI, and stated that 

they favoured increasing the Treaty's effec1iiveness .• r With.respect to chemical ueapons, the United StatC?S and the USSR reaffirmed their 

,.. UJ interest in an international agreement "ltrhich Mould exclude such weapons of mass 
. .I 

destruction as· CW from the arsenals of States. Desiring to contribute to early progress 
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in that direction, they agreed to consider a joint initiative in this Committee with 

respect to the conclusion, as a first step, of an international convention dealing 

with the most dangerous) lethal means of chemical \varfare. For its part, the 

United States will work seriously to fulfil this statement of joint purpose. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my report on arms control developments at_ the 

summit. 

I should now like to ~urn to our informal meeting on Girl which begins tommormv. 

The United States delegation is looking forward to this meeting arid welcomes the 

participation of so many distinguished experts. Past meetings such as this have 

established a solid record of accomplishment in clarifying some technical aspects of 

arms-control questions. I am confident that this meeting will help move us closer 

to our objective ()f effective limitations on lethal chemical weapons, and vlill, in 

particular, shed further light on the closely-related and difficult questions of scope 

and verification. 

The United States delegation is today submitting three working papers on Ctv. 

The first of these discusses the suggestion that a toxicity criterion might help to 

define the agents to be prohibited. Our second paper deals .1-rith the question of 

establishing a control system to prevent diversion of phosphorus to nerve agent 

production. The third paper is on the subject of chemical agent destruction, and 

discusses possible methods of verification of the destruction process based on actual 

disposal procedures utilized by(the United States Army. 
I 

At the experts' meeting the United States delegation will try to provide a more 

detailed explanation and to ansvmr questions related to the papers. vle hope that 

in this way we will be able to assist the Committee in arriving at sound judgment-s 

about effective limitations on chemical weapons. 
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Mr. ROVJE (Canada)~ VJy authorities have carefully studied the draft chemical · 

weapons convention submitted by our Japanese colleagues (CQD/420). I would like to i11ake 

a few general observations on that paper and offer a suggestion. 

T.he·Japanese proposal seeks to reinforce and further' codif.y existing international 

lavr prohibiting the u::'e of CW~ as establi2shed by the 1925 Geneva Protocol and the 

precedent documents, through the negotiation of a treaty reaffirming the Protocol and 

providing for a comprehensive prohibition of the production; development and stockpiling 

. of CW, at least .to the extent possible among Stat~s and over time. 

The unique feature of this draft is that it contains· -an article (hticle tv) 
' whereby parties may opt to suspend the application of the Treaty to c~·:rtain agents 1 

condi tion,s under which this may be dbne ·are· set out in Annex I. 'T.he'·'agerits 'to .which . 

these exceptions apply 1vould be liste·d· as a schedule to .Annex I. Ill ·6~de'r n:ot.-·'to 

jeopardize the principal objective of a: comprehensive prohibition," ·the' drhl't pro'vide.s · 

that parties must pontinue to negotiate in good faith to delete any exc·eptions made 

under this .Arti~i,"e'~ This. gene·ral approach could be terme·d·· a "phased ·compreh.ensive 

agreement". It is this concept in particular to t.Thich I >'fish to address mY-self. 

In earlier interventions I have= spoken with favour of-- .this general approach, 

which strikes the Canadian delegation to have much to commend it. It has been noted 

-that m· the Japanese -draft the bas"is of the phased: approach woUld be by Cvl agents. 

What my. delegation would· suggest, and I emphasize .:that it is a suggestion .for 

exploration, is that 1.ve consider an alternative to·=the concept iri the ,Japanese draft 

applying to Annex I ~- which now allows States to opt to implement the provisions of 

Articles .I and II by phases '·-- so that .the -phasing of thEi prohibition >vould not be on 

the basis of excluded agen-l:;s, but rather· on ··the basis of excluded activities. That is, 

in+tially, all governments would be expected .to agree to prohibit the production and 

development of agents, munitions and delivery systems; while those States having CW 

stocks would agree to th~ destruction of an agreed quantity of their stocks >vi thin a 

·fixed period. ~1e suggestion contained in Article XVII of the Japanese draft that a 

review conference should be held at a time after the treaty comes into force >vould 

provide a built-in mechanism for negotiation of further phases, involving, in one or· 

more steps, the.destl~ction of all remaining stocks and the implementation of a 

comprehensive ban. 
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My delegation vrould view the scope of such a treaty as encompassing all 

chemic9]_-warfare ~gents, excep_ting in so fa:r: as allowance must be made for agents used 

~ in civil riot control or having legitimate lJeaceful uses. A definition of CW agent, and 

the agents so designated, could appear in the convention7 possibly as a schedUle to the 

new Annex I. vie doubt, on the other hand, that the destruction of stocks in the initial 

p~ase could be confined to any .one type ol~ class .of agent. 1ve anticipate that· States 

engaged in the destruction of stocks would choose, in co.nsUltation,· the nature and 

the quantit:i_es 9f agent(or percentage of total stocks) to.be.destroyed. It is of course 
.. . . 

understood here that States 1vould be able to produce and retain sufficient stocks of 

s~called dual agents to m~et legitimate domestic peaceful needs. 

Article II para. 3 of the Japanese draft calls for international inspection of the 

destruction of declared stocks. Thi.s woUld be an ess.ential element in verifying· 

adherenceto the first phase of an agreement of this sort, and further research will be 
.. '··· 

required to enstiTe that it can be satisfactorily done. Members of this committee are 
. . . 

well.aware that the Cru1adian delegation has not yet been convinced that a comprehensive· 

prohibition of mv could be adequately verified through a challenge system such as is 

proposed in CCD/ 420. Nevertheless, vre are of the view that an interim ban which woUld· 

halt the spread of C\v and the development of new technology in the field for a certain· 

period coUld in fact be adequately verified in this manner, bearing in mind that'the 

CW States would retain sufficient stocks to maintain a deterrent capability and thus 

satisfy_~heir security requirements in that period vrhen mutual confidence could be 

promoted. There could be no expectation thatStates would automatically proceed to a 

further stage of destruction of stocks unless that mutual confidence was felt. The 

degree to which progress had been made in verification techniques in. respect of the 

agreement or in arms control generally would.no doubt contribute to that mutual 

confidence. 

Some States having limi tea, chemical capacity may question whether suc_h a. phased 
;·· 

prohibition, vrhich allo>·rs for the retention of stocks in diminishing amounts by a fevl 

States, would be beneficial vrhen the objective has been a comprehensive treaty. My. 

delegation_ would suggest that it HoUld be, for the simple reason that a phased· agreement,. 
·'. 
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may well have a greater chance of early universal acceptance than a comprehensive treaty 

which fails to provide for effective verification. In other words, we should at this 

point negotiate on the basis of what seems attainable now, vThile still v10rking tm,vard 

our ultimate goal. We woUld have required the CW states to halt the production and 

development .of Cvl and to dispose progressively of their stocks, while at the same time 

giving encouragement to non-C\.v States to refrain from acquiring sue~ 1veapons. At the 

end of the first phase of destruction of stocks, there would be a general revie>·T of the 

treaty and its implementation. This revie>v would have as its primary objective the 

confirmation of the destruction of stocks and the negotiation of the next phase of this . 

process. Should a State conclude at that time that the obligation on the CW States 

progressively·to destroy stocks was not being adequately met and that its supreme 

interests were thus placed in jeopardy, it might then decide to withdraw from the treaty 

under the provisions of Article XVIII, para. 2. Such an action would be one of last 

resort, and would only be tru<en after the considerations of the security interests of 

all parties and after all avenues of negotiation had been exhausted. 

I would not no>v -vlish to consider in a detailed manner all aspects of the proposals 

made in CCJD/420 >·ri th regard to verification procedures. The paper sets out most of the 

fundamental elements of a system of "verification by challenge", but is substantially 

lacking in the sort of detail that would permit such a system to be applied, even if it 

were found. by States to be acceptable in verifying a comprehensive treaty. However, as 

the naming of some international verification body would be required to implement even 

the first phase of a phased agreement such as I have suggested, it seems to my 

delegation essential that any treaty spell out the nature of that body and the financial 

arrangements being made for it.· 

.Under the provisions of the Japanese draft, negotiation of a second internat-ional 

agreement creating an international verification authority uould likely be required to· 

provide the inspection element of the basic treaty. Governments may >vish to ask whether 

this is the 1-1isest· course or whether the C\{ convention shoUld deal with this matter 

itself. Governments may also wish'to consider whether the international community 

warits- to encourage the proliferation of international bodies or whether some existing 

agency could satisfactorily assmne these responsibilities. These matters must be dealt 

with as we move to1:mrd a treaty. 
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A separate point, and one to which the Canadian delegation will wish to address 

itself later, is the definition of chemical agents of war. Canada has tabled a 

working paper on this subject and hopes to see it discussed further. The definitions 

problem is no.t a simple one, and thus is probably not amenable to solution by one 

simple s.;rstem of defin:i,.}ions. It may '\'Tell be that~ to be effective, a comprehensive 

.. treaty .will require the use of both toxicity/lethality criteria and the less· 

precisely defined general-purpose crf teria vlhich the draft .treaties novr before us 

largely assume to have been accepted. We hope that experts may engage this 

discussion soon. 

··These are brief and for the most part ge~eral remarks, which leave aside a 

number of 'substantive issues and drafting matters which might be raised concerning 

document CCD/420. My del~gation puts them :forward 9 not as our final- wo1·d on the 

matter, but as .. a ~eans of continuing substantive discussion of the text. In 

discussing the Japanese draft treaty earlieJ." this year 9 our distinguished Italian 
' 

colleague svoke of a "conceptual breakthrough11 (CC]{PV. 626J. p.l4). He did not 

ex~ggerate. I have suggested an alternative means of turning that breakthrough to 

our advantage •. I hope others around this table will do likewise. In this way we 

may be able to use this breakthrough, coming as it has at a. time of deepening 

frustration with the work of this Cqmmittee, as a way to move ahead into concrete 

negotiation of a CW agreement in.the immediate future. It will not be an easy task, 

as we all know too well, but let us begin. 

Mr. MISHRA (India): I am grateful to the Ambassador of Pakistan, 

Mr. Naik, ·who took the trouble to answer my question. I notice he is no longer 

present here, but I hope the delegation of Pakistan will convey my gratitude to him. 

MY delegation notices that the Ambassador of Pakistan has answered, in his own 

way, only a part of my que.~tlon •. In the meeting of this Conference on 11 July I 

asked the following questiori: · 

"The question I h~.;e to ask, and again I ask it for my understanding, is 
. . . ,, . . 

that, if the Government of Pakistan is concerned about nuclear testing :ln general 

an·d. not ~erely about' India IS nuclear explosiOn' Whlch, aS r Said, iS for 
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peaceful purposes~ why has the Government of Pakistan not adhered to the 

Partial Test :Ban Treaty? .Any why~ even after the nuclear explosion conducted 

by India for peaceful purposes on 18 May,· when some nuclear-weapon tests in 

the atmosphere by other countries took place, nothing was said?" 

From the answer given by the delegation of Pakistan we take note that Pakistan 

has declared that it cannot be expected legally to foreclose its nuclear option. 

Clearly what we have been discussing here is matters of bilateral concern. We have 

been asked why India, if it is sincere about its renunciation of nuclear armaments, 

does not follow Pakistan's example and place all its nuclear facilities under 

international safeguards? It is not a question of universality of acceptance of 

safeguards, but why India does not? 

In the appropriate forum for this particular question~ i.e. the question of 

safeguards, the Government of India has made its position amply clear. We are for 

safeguards which are applicable universally and on a non-discriminatory basis. 

That has been our position and it remains the same. For the last few meetings we 

have been noticing that the question of the security of one country is being raised 

a question 1-rhich is of bilateral concern, not of universal application. To that my 

delegation has the following to sayg we intend to utilize nuclear energy solely for 

peaceful purposes. If Pakistan is genuinely concerned about its security, we are 

prepared to make, as we have in the past, a sincere effort to allay 1ts fears and 

suspicions·. 

:But the way to security does not lie in propaganda, in frantic efforts to 

persuade the international community to put pressure on India. The Prime Minister 

of India wrote to the Prime Minister of Pakistan on 22 May this year; and with your 

permission, Mr. Chainnan, I should like to quote from her letter. She saidg 

"We remain committed to settle all our differences with Pakistan peacefully 

through bilateral negotiations in accordance with the Simla Agreement. 

Moreover, both countries have resolved to break away from the past history of 

confrontation and conflict·and.to work to develop normal relations and establish 

durable peace. I am s:ure you will acknovrledge t}-l..at the agreements 1.vhich .have 
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been worked out between our two countries in the last two years have been reached 

on the basis of absolute equality. There is no reason whatsoever· to give up 
- -. . . . . . . 

this healthy trend or have a change of policy on the part of either country 
. . ·-. 

merely because v.1e have conducted a -test ·for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. 11 

The COD is a multinational negotiating body for disarmament. There is a tradition 

here to ~void discussion of bilateral problems~ in vlhatever garb they may be brought. 

We shopld like to respect that tradition. If Pakistru1 is opposed to all nuclear

weapon tests~ this is the proper forum for negotiations on that subject. We cannot 

agree, however, that India's nuclear explosion for_peaceful purposes should become 

the object of discussion on the basis of unfounded bilateral concern. We are 

prepared to discuss principles of universal applicability and to negotiate 

disarmament agreements based on such principles. We v.Till not discriminate against 

others~ nor shall we agree to become the object of discrimination. This is India's 

fundamental approach to problems of disarmament, as it is to all aspects of 

international relations. 

Today the .Ambassador of Pakistan has mentioned something about radio-ach,rity· 

having leaked out from the Indian explosion for peaceful purposes. The Atomic Energy 

Commission of India denied this report when it was put out from Pakistan some_ weeks 

ago. There was no venting from this explosion. If there had been venting, the wind 

currents would have brought such debris further into the State of Rajasthan itself 9 and 

not the other way. We are committed to respect the provisions of the Partial Test-Ban 

Treaty, but we do not understand how a country which is not a party to the PTB tries 

to take advantage of that Treaty. The claim that there 't-ras venting, that there \vas 

radio-act~ve debris leaked into Pakistan from this explosion, is a figment of the 

imagination. We can guess why this claim is made. We have stated that we have not 

violated any international agreement, a..ny inter-national treaty, in conducting this 

explosion. The effort of Pakistan is to charge that India has violated the 

PrB Treaty. With all the emphasis at my command I deny this allegation. 

I should like to revert to my earlier remarks and to emphasize that this is a 

multinational negotiating body; this is not a body which deals with bilateral 

problems. There are so many bilateral or regional problems in the.world. If we were 

to begin to deal with them here, I am quite sure that we would not make any progTess 

.in our real task, which is disarmament. 
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The CHAIRMAN~ Before adjourning this meeting, I wish to remind delegates 

of the announcement made at the· Committee's 638th meeting on 23 May 1974 to the 

effect that the CCD hold informal meetings on the question of the prohibition of 

chemical weapons and that the first such informal meeting would be convened on· 

17 July a·t 3 p.m. 

Accordingly, the first such informal meeting will be held tomorrow afternoon 

at 3 p.m. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon. 


